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ABSTRACT
Development in information technology brought up various problems and threats associated with it. It is
essential to make the communication between two parties secret. In this paper we proposed a method to provide
more security in relation to the key, here the sender doesn’t have any necessity of transferring a key along
with ciphertext while communicating. At receiver side needs to generate reference tables and Building blocks
for decrypting the data as same as at sender side. Here reference table uses rotational shifts towards top- down
and down-top based on indexing of the bits and building blocks uses character indexing blocks and transpose
indexing blocks. These are the main components of the proposed method. The main strength of the paper is
cryptanalysis of the proposed algorithm shows that it is resistant to various attacks.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The extreme development of internet makes convenient to transmit and access and distribute the
information. Over the last few decades, many security algorithms such as Block cipher [1], Private
Key [2, 14] or public key algorithms [3,9, 12] are used to produce the codeword from the data word.
Weather it may be the rapid growth of the technology or the lack of security in relation to the keys are
causes to face the security problems like loss or modify the privacy information by attacking [4, 14].
This proposed algorithm reduces these kinds of problems and gives the better solution. It improves the
efficiency in the aspect of less time complexity, satisfies all security services and improves the
confusion.
Any authenticated schemes have the following properties i.e. Confidentiality which is referred as
secret information shared between sender and receiver; any outsider cannot read the information [3,
13]. The sender traces his identity, which only the designated receiver can loosen and verify. An
anonymous adversary cannot send a malicious message masquerading as the original sender, because
he does not have the necessary tools to generate the signature is referred as authentication. Next
important security service as a property is Non – repudiation [3, 9]. Here the signature firmly
establishes the identity of the sender. The sender cannot deny having sent the message and the
signature. The last property is Message recovery [13]. Here, upon receipt of the cipher text, the
recipient decrypts it and separates the signature and the message and verifies the authenticity of the
sender. Only he will be able to do so because he alone has the necessary tools.
All security algorithms need to satisfy these properties for providing the complete security to the
information while in communication [15]. Then only can protect the secure data by all the
perspectives of the attackers. In this paper we proposed a method as an algorithm for providing the
security to the data with out transmit a key through encrypted data communication. That is if sender
wants to send any data to the receiver, first it itself generates a table referred as rotational shifts table
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and its resultant is called as resultant reference table. By the reference of these tables sender will
creates 3X3 building blocks by using the mathematical operations like transpose which are used to
convert plaintext into cipher text. Now, only ciphertext can be participated in the communication
channel with out a key. At receiver side, it itself generate the tables and blocks which are generated at
sender side without regards of the tables and blocks information from sender side. Here, the ciphertext
is converted into plain text with the help of receiver generated things as tables and blocks. In this
paper we developed an algorithm up to converting the ciphertext into plaintext only but can enhance
this work until verification process at receiver side like whether the received plaintext is genuine or
not by using any hashing mechanisms like MD5[16], SHA [17], etc. This method has may advantages
than exiting methods moreover it con satisfies all security services along with the resistant from the
cryptanalysis attacks.
The rest of the paper is organized by the following way. Section 2 consists of proposed method.
Section 3 holds the advantages of the proposed method. Results and discussion with cryptanalysis are
illustrated in Section 4.

II.

PROPOSED METHOD

In this work we have devised an algorithm for data cryptography which is improved version of
existing algorithms as DES [4], Sierpinski [5], and cheating text [6]. In this paper we have proposed a
method to encrypts the data and transmit the secure codeword i.e. ciphertext with out a key. It
specifies that the sender encodes the data by using Encryption algorithm which uses the reference
table as discussed in section 2.2 and section 2.3 then the resultant is referred as ciphertext. It is only
transmitted to the receiver. Whenever the secure codeword as ciphertext only is received by the
receiver then immediately decrypt the ciphertext by using decryption algorithm which is also used
reference table as shown in section 2.4 and section 2.3 to get the original data. This proposed method
initially has three modules that are Reference table creation, creation of three character and index
Blocks with the size of 3x3 and Transpose blocks. Encryption and decryption of an original text is
done based on these three modules of the reference algorithm. This process is shown as Figure 1.
Receiver Site

Sender Site

Plain Text

Plain Text

3X3 character &
transpose Index
Blocks

+

Cipher
Text

Cipher
Text

+

3X3 character
& transpose
Index Blocks

Rotational
Reference
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Rotational
Reference
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Figure 1. Process of Proposed Method

2.1. Methodology of Reference Table Creation
In module 1 the reference table is created by the principle of rotational shift as shown in Table 1. This
table holds seven columns. First column is for index, Column 2 to column 6 (i.e 1 to 5) are reserved
for bits representation of the characters (i. e A to Z and a delimiter). Seventh column stores the
corresponding Alphabetic character. Here, it applies top to down rotational shift for even indexing
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columns and circular down to top shift for odd indexing columns. The resultant reference table is
shown as table 2. In this context, if two or more rows obtain the same index then update the index by
the nearest prime value of that index. If that prime value is also existed then again find the nearest
prime number of the prime value. Repeat this procedure until get all values is unique in a table. It is
shown as Table 2.
Table1. Rotational shift reference table

INDEX

5 4 3 2 1 CHAR

0

0 0 0 0 0 A

1

0 0 0 0 1 B

2

0 0 0 1 0 C

3

0 0 0 1 1 D

:

:

:

:

26

1 1 0 1 0

Table 2. Resultant Reference table

INDEX

5 4 3 2 1 CHAR

16

1 0 0 0 0 A

2

0 0 0 1 0 B

3

0 0 0 1 1 C

0

0 0 0 0 0 D

:

:

:

:

17

SPACE

1 0 0 0 1

SPACE

Module 2 consists of two stages. In a stage 1, needs to create three blocks by the order of 3X3 which
store all the characters (A to Z) including delimiter by sequentially as shown in Figure 2, Figure 3 and
Figure 4. With the reference of the resultant reference table fill up the blocks with the value regards
the corresponding character as stage 2. Those are referred as Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7.
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Figure 2. Character Block 1

Figure 4. Character Block 3
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Figure 5. Index Block 1
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Figure 8. Transpose Index Block 1

Figure 9. Transpose Index Block 2 Figure 10. Transpose Index block 3

In this proposed method no key is participating in the communication. First, sender as an encoder
converts the original data in to ciphertext using reference algorithm which is formatted based on the
reference tables and 3X3 blocks and Encryption algorithm as discussed in section 2.1 and section 2.2.
At sender side, only ciphertext can be placed on the transmission media with out any key. Now, at
receiver side, receiver decodes the ciphertext which has received by the sender into plaintext by the
reference of reference algorithm and Decryption algorithm as shown in the following sections.
2.1.1 Reference Algorithm
This algorithm is used by both encoder and decoder for encoding the plaintext and for decoding the
ciphertext. It is designed based on the rotational reference table and its resultant table as well as
character blocks and Index blocks. At both sender and receiver side generate the reference tables and
3X3 blocks by its own using the following algorithm. It acts as a key at both sender and receiver
sides.
Algorithm
Step1: Give index to all the alphabets along with any delimiter as space.
i.e index[k]. Where ‘k’ and ‘val(index[k])’ = 0 to 26.
Step2: Convert val(index[k]) into 5 bit binary.
For i= 0 to 26
For j= 1 to 5
Rotat[i][j]=Bin[i][j] =Binary(val(index[k]))
Step3: Apply separate rotation procedures for Even index ( Bin) i.e j=2,4,6… and
Odd_index(Bin) i.e j=1,3,5…..
Step3.1. If (Odd_index (Bin)) then I=0;
Repeat
rotat[i+1][j]=rotat[i][j]; i++;
Until (i<=25); rotat[0][j]=rotat[26][j]
Step3.2. If (Even_ index(Bin)) then rotat[26][j]=rotat[0][j]; I=26;
Repeat
rotat[i-1][j]=rotat[i][j]; i - -;
until(i==1)
Step4: Convert rotat into ASCII values. i.e ascii[rotat].
Step5: Assign alphabets and space to ascii[rotat] by consecutive .
i.e Ascii[rotat]=alpha[t] where t= A to Z and delimiter as space.
Step6: Take 3 blocks with the size of 3X3. Block[i][j] where i=j=3
Step7: Arrange all alphabets including delimiter in to the blocks by sequence.
Block[i][j]=alpha[t] where t= A to Z and delimiter as space
Step8: Assign corresponding Ascii[rotat] values of block[i][j];
Block1[i][j]=Ascii[rotat](block[i][j])
Step9: Find transpose (block[i][j]) i.e Transblock[i][j] =(block1[i][j])T

2.2. Encryption Algorithm
At sender site, plaintext is converted in to ciphertext by using the transpose of 3X3 index
blocks which make through the reference of reference table by sender itself. It has shown as
follows.
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Algorithm
Step1: Convert plaintext into tokens as character i.e Char[t]
Step2: Assign a value to char[t] by the reference of Transblock
Step3: Assign a token to val(char[t]) by the reference of alphabets_ at_ ascii[rota] from
Sec 2.1 i.e Ciphertext.
Val(char[t])= alphabets_at_ascii(rota).

2.3. Decryption Algorithm
At receiver site, ciphertext is transformed in to plaintext by using the transpose of 3X3 index
blocks which build through the orientation of reference table by receiver itself. It has shown
as follows.
Algorithm
Step1: Convert ciphertext into tokens as character i.e Rchar[t]
Step2: Assign corresponding value to Rchar[t] by the reference of Transblock.
Step3: Assign a resultant token to val(Rchar[t]) by the reference of alphabets_at_
ascii[rota] from Sec 2.1. i.e Plaintext.
Val(Rchar[t])= alphabets_at_ascii(rota).

III. ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED METHOD
The need of securing the information from the third party is improves the security services like
authentication and confidentiality. The digitization of sensitive data and transfer of it through a
network along with the key is a main cause to attack the information by the eavesdropper. This
proposed algorithm overcomes the limitations which are existed in the present approaches [1, 2, 3, 4,
8]. Unlike most of the security algorithms which include a separate key while transmitting the
message our algorithm extracts the key from the message itself. The algorithm we proposed is easy to
implement and requires no transmission of key through a third party. The main advantages of the
present system are as follow.
Advantages
1. The proposed algorithm provides greater security in relation to the keys. As no explicit keys are
required, we don’t have any necessity of transferring key through the communication channel.
Eventually, it reduces the intrusion by eavesdropper.
2. Here, key generation is occurs at both sides as sender and receiver by them own. Hence the chances
are less for identifying a key by the unauthorised person.
3. It is using shifting operation but neither left shift nor right shift. Instead, here we use rotational
shifts towards top - down and down -top based on indexing. It may improve the confidentiality and
confusion.
4. We have constructed the algorithm such that it comprises the simpler algebraic operations like
TRANSPOSE, SHIFT, and these operations are found to require lesser time complexity as compared
to number generation [4] or any other logarithmic [5, 8] or exponential operations [6,9] as in other
encryption techniques.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Plaintext: master
Plaintext in transpose block data: 11 16 19 22 1 18
Ciphertext: kasver

4.1 Encryption and Decryption Scheme
Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4 show insertion of characters in sequential order, and Figure 5, Figure
6 and Figure 7 show the insertion of index of characters by the reference Table 2. Now, transpose the
three index blocks then the resultant is stored as separate blocks by the name of transpose index
blocks. The plaintext in transpose block data is 11 16 19 22 1 18. Cipher text in characters with the
reference of Table 2: kasver. Decryption procedure is exactly same as encryption done in reverse
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order by the use of reference Table 2 and 3X3 character and transpose index blocks as shown as
Figure 8, Figure 9 and Figure 10.

4.2 Cryptanalysis
Cryptanalysis analyses the attacks that are possible based upon the characteristics of the design of the
algorithm in order to deduce a specific plaintext or the secret key used [7]. This rotational shifts and
building blocks security cipher resistant all the four of cipher text only, known plain text, chosen plain
text and chosen cipher text attacks. In the cipher text only attack, the cryptanalyst will know the
encryption algorithm and the cipher text that has to be decoded [8]. Proposed method has fewer
chances to break the ciphertext from the encryption algorithm with out having the knowledge
regarding reference table. This table is not been in the communication. Hence this method can
resistant from this attack.
The attacker will have knowledge of the cipher text and one or more plaintext-ciphertext pairs and
encryption algorithm are referred as known plain text attack [10]. The proposed method case study
shows that the plaintext that is known is more in size then the number of attempts will be less to find
out the key. In the chosen plain text attack, the attacker selects the plaintext together with its
ciphertext generated with the secret key. And in the chosen cipher text attack, the attacker selects the
ciphertext together with its decrypted plaintext generated with the secret key. If we select a
plaintext/cipher text of fixed size we get different types of cipher / plain texts due to of using prime
numbers and for a plain / cipher text of size fixed size we get different types of cipher / plain texts
because of using the prime numbers in the resultant of reference table.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The Rotational shifts and Building Blocks based security cipher provides a mechanism to transmit the
encrypted data i.e. ciphertext without any external key. This directs to saving of certain amount of
time consumed to transmit the key. The results depicted in the preceding section clearly show the
better performance shown by the proposed algorithm as compared to other algorithms for security.
In this method we used circular shifts towards top – bottom and bottom to top depends on indexing of
the cells as well as two kinds of building blocks for improving the confusion with more reliability of
the communication. Time complexity is less comparatively existing algorithm because it uses shifts
and transposes operations instead of logarithmic, exponentials. Eventually, it prevents eavesdropper
from attacking the data being sent during communication process.
At present days information attacks are rapidly increasing due to the cause of globalisation. Hence, as
a part of the future work we would like to implement this work using image watermarking to improve
the security of the information. The robust watermarking method will be used for increasing the
security of data hiding as well as quality compared with the existing algorithms.
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